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Abstract. Single sign-on systems enable users to log into different Web
services with the same credentials. Major identity providers such as
Google or Facebook rely on identity concepts like OpenID or OAuth for
this purpose. WebID by the W3C offers similar features, but additionally
allows for storing identity data in an expressive, extensible and machine-
readable way using Linked Data. Due to differences in manageable user
attributes and the authentication protocols as such, the identity concepts
are incompatible to each other. With more than one identity concept in
use, users need to remember or keep further credentials. In this paper
we therefore propose the B3IDS approach. It aims at improving the user
experience and the adoption of WebID by building bridges between di-
verse identity concepts with WebID. We exemplarily implement B3IDS
in an existing WebID identity provider and management system.
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1 Introduction

For providing a personalized experience, today’s Web applications rely on user
authentication. Major single sign-on systems have gradually replaced proprietary
authentication solutions by consolidating the users’ digital identities. So, they
also addressed the password-fatigue issue [1]. Global enterprises, e.g., Google or
Facebook, offer widely used authentication systems like OpenID or Facebook
Connect. While this is convenient for the users, it carries the risk of analyzing
user-generated content, including shared information, messages and votes. This
enables tracking the user’s behavior and creating tailored advertisements. To
prevent this risk, the W3C created WebID, which does not only enable authen-
tication, but also empowers people to keep control about their identity data [3].

Despite the advantages, WebID is still in development and not yet broadly
accepted by common Web users. Service providers are also reluctant to inte-
grate it as an authentication option. Reasons might be the missing involvement
of username/password pairs and technological problems through requesting a
certificate. An insufficient adoption by service providers reduces the chance of
convincing more users from the benefits of WebID and, thus, prevents its wider
use.
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Enabling users to access their Web applications and services as usual and
make use of WebID requires the availability of identity bridges. Identity bridg-
ing is predicted by Gartner as a major trend in the next year [4]. Existing
approaches including Mozilla BigTent (https://wiki.mozilla.org/Identity/
BrowserID/BigTent), CA CloudMinder Gateway [2] and ForgeRock Bridge Ser-
vice [6] enable bridging between particular identity concepts such as OpenID and
Mozilla Persona, but they are characterized by limitations including only provid-
ing one-way identity bridging or only enabling access to selected applications via
SAML or OAuth.

In order to address the problem, we propose the B3IDS approach. It uses
WebID to mediate between different identity concepts. In WebID, all identity
data is based on RDF. So, it is expressive, extensible, and machine-readable.
This enables representing all data required in other identity concepts in so-called
WebID profiles. Users maintain exclusive control about their identity data.

To demonstrate the approach, we show how B3IDS mediates between WebID
and OpenID as an example. Relying on WebID, B3IDS strives to bridge the gap
between diverse identity concepts by considering 1) exchange of identity data, 2)
authentication as usual, and 3) WebID creation from existing identities like an
OpenID. So, B3IDS aim at giving rise to the adoption of WebID by the users.

2 Building Secure Bridges to WebID

For bridging between diverse identity concepts, B3IDS mimics two generic com-
ponents: an identity provider and a relying party. The B3IDS identity provider
allows users for authenticating to relying parties of other identity concepts us-
ing their WebID certificates as specified in the WebID authentication sequence.
Relevant data available in a WebID profile is therefore transparently mapped to
data required in the other identity concept. The B3IDS relying party enables
users to create a new WebID identity based on their identity data from another
identity concept like OpenID. Users can then authenticate to services with such
WebID identities. As an example, Alice wants to access a WebID service, but
only has a Google account. To get access, she uses B3IDS to issue an authentica-
tion request to Google. Alice authenticates herself and, thus, authorizes B3IDS
to retrieve identity data from Google. The approach then creates a new WebID
profile and a WebID certificate which Alice can use for logging into the WebID
service.

B3IDS also incorporates logging Alice into a relying party of another
identity concept like OpenID, as shown in Fig. 1. Therefore, B3IDS mimics
an OpenID provider retrieving user data from Alice’s WebID profile. To
accomplish this, Alice passes an identifier to the OpenID relying party (cf.

1© in Fig. 1) . The identifier contains the URI of the location of the identity
bridge and the WebID URI linking to her WebID profile in the query part, e.g.,
https://b3ids.example.org/?webid=https://webid.example.org/Alice.
The OpenID relying party redirects Alice’s user agent to B3IDS using the given
identifier. It then requests her identity data (cf. 2©). Having received Alice’s

https://wiki.mozilla.org/Identity/BrowserID/BigTent
https://wiki.mozilla.org/Identity/BrowserID/BigTent
https://b3ids.example.org/?webid=https://webid.example.org/Alice
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Fig. 1. Sequence Diagram of B3IDS Bridging WebID to OpenID

identifier, B3IDS asks Alice for proving her identity (cf. 3©). According to the
WebID authentication sequence, Alice has to legitimate herself with the right
WebID certificate (cf. 4©). To ban an illegitimate WebID URI, B3IDS verifies
that her WebID certificate contains a URI that matches the WebID URI in the
identifier (cf. 5©). When Alice grants access to her identity data (cf. 6©), B3IDS
transfers requested identity data to the relying party (cf. 7©) by redirecting her
user agent back to it (cf. 8©). Alice is logged in successfully (cf. 9©).

To show B3IDS in practice, we prototypically implemented the approach
in the Sociddea WebID provider known from previous work [7]. Fig. 2 presents
a usage scenario of logging into the OpenID-enabled Stack Overflow using
a WebID identity. The numbers in this figure correlates to the number
in Fig. 1. While the implementation can only bridge between WebID and
OpenID at the moment, our approach is neither restricted to this combination
nor to Sociddea. In the editing box shown in Fig. 2 users can type their
OpenID identifier to create a WebID identity based on their OpenID identity.
To log into an OpenID relying party users have to use the following iden-
tifier: https://vsr-demo.informatik.tu-chemnitz.de/sociddea/bridge/

openid?webid=<WebID-URI> .

Demonstration. For a live demo and further information about B3IDS and
Sociddea visit: http://vsr.informatik.tu-chemnitz.de/demo/sociddea/

https://vsr-demo.informatik.tu-chemnitz.de/sociddea/bridge/openid?webid=<WebID-URI>
https://vsr-demo.informatik.tu-chemnitz.de/sociddea/bridge/openid?webid=<WebID-URI>
http://vsr.informatik.tu-chemnitz.de/demo/sociddea/
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Fig. 2. Logging into Stack Overflow using a WebID identity

3 Conclusion and Future Work

By enabling users to both create WebID identities based on the personal data
stored at their OpenID identity providers and use their new WebIDs to log into
OpenID relying parties, B3IDS demonstrated the identity bridging concept as
an example. In B3IDS, WebID users can authenticate to relying parties using
a typical OpenID without impairing their normal user experience. Thus, we
expect to increase the user acceptance of WebID. Future work will focus on
addressing the security concerns related to B3IDS acting as a mediator between
identity concepts with the need of having access to associated user data. We also
plan to support further identity concepts like OpenID Connect, which obsoletes
OpenID [5]. In addition to this, we will work on retrieving protected profile data
taking the user’s privacy and secrecy preferences into account.
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